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Abstract
This study examines how museums build relationships with audiences to gain financial
contributions and volunteer support. Financial support to museums has been dwindling in recent
years and new revenue streams are needed for low-resource museums to survive. A content
analysis of 485 Facebook posts of four small and large sized museums along with a survey of
131 respondents were conducted within the theoretical lens of organization-public relations.
Results from study one indicate that larger museums fared better than smaller museums in terms
of transparency, authenticity and positivity measures whereas on measures of credibility both the
large and the smaller museums fared equally. While results from study two indicate millennials
are not sufficiently engaging with museums.

Keywords: Mass Communication, Social Media, OPR, Nonprofit Communication, Museums
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An Examination of the Organization-Public Relationship
Dimensions of Communication Between Museums and its Publics
Social media has changed how organizations connect with consumers. Consumers today
value transparency, authenticity, credibility, and positivity more than any time in the past (Kang,
2010; Auger, 2014; Men & Tsai, 2014; Perloff, 2003; Rawlins, 2009; Das, 2010; Bednarek,
2016). These are key components in the organization-public relationships (OPR) (Ledingham,
Bruning, & Wilson, 1999; Broom, Casey, & Ritchey, 1997). It is important for organizations to
utilize strategic dimensions of communication to stay afloat in this quickly evolving world.
Organizations must utilize new technology methods to communicate more effectively and build
strong relationships with the public.
One type of organization that needs to put this new technology into practice are nonprofit
museums. Not all nonprofit museums are created equally though, large high-resource museums
have financial and volunteer advantages over smaller low-resource museums. The purpose of
this study is twofold; first, to examine how low-and high-resource museums differ in their use of
the four interpersonal dimensions – authenticity, transparency, credibility and positivity—of
communication via social media to engage with the millennial generation; and, second, how
museums are using the tools and technology of the social media platforms, such as Facebook, to
gain support and participation.
History of Museums
Museums have been around in some way, shape or form for thousands of years. Humans
love to document and preserve history--from the cave paintings at Lascaux to ancient texts
written on papyrus--there is something integral about preserving objects from the past (Lewis,
2000). Many aspects define what a museum is. The Institute of Museum and Library Services
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states an organization must fulfill several obligations to be considered a museum. The main
responsibility museums are charged with is having a professional staff engaged in the
acquisition, care and exhibition of objects owned or utilized by the institution. In addition, the
museum must exhibit the objects to the general public for at least 120 days a year. Museums
include, but are not limited to, aquariums, art museums, botanical gardens, children's museums,
history museums, planetariums, and science/technology centers.
Museums are the keepers of cultural assets and are charged with collecting, preserving,
exhibiting, and interpreting objects of cultural significance. Also, museums are increasingly
taking on the role of social activists. In an American for the Arts blog, Kate McLeod found that
museums are taking a stand in subtle ways like in the exhibition The Couple in a Cage: Two
Amerindians Visit the West, where two artists played the role of Native Americans who have
been exploited by European immigrants (1993, 2017). Featured as well in McLeod’s article
(2017), the Museum of Modern Art in New York exhibited art from banned countries in reaction
to President Trump’s travel ban in February 2017. It is complicated, but museums around the
country are aware of an increasing sense of responsibility to educate the public from many sides
of the spectrum.
Nonprofit Museums
The nonprofit sector, which includes but is not limited to: cultural institutions,
universities, and social service agencies, is made up of a broad range of organizations that are
exempt from federal, state, and local taxation (Salamon, 2012). Like most cultural institutions in
the United States, the majority of museums are nonprofits (Bell, 2012). These organizations are
given tax exempt status in exchange for providing charitable, scientific, and/or educational
purposes (Salamon, 2012). Nonprofit museums utilize tax-deductible donations along with
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government sources, private sector funding, and earned income to fund annual operations.
Nonprofits are permitted to earn a profit, but the profit must be invested back into the
organization and may not be distributed among directors or managers (Salamon, 2012). Profit is
what distinguishes high-resource museums from low-resource museums. Museums with higher
profits have more revenue to invest back into the organization, which equates to higher operating
budgets for subsequent years. For the purpose of this study, high-resource museums are defined
as having an annual operating budget of $5 million and above, while low-resource museums are
defined as having an annual operating budget of $4.99 million and below.
High and Low Resource Museums
One example of a high-resource museum is the Smithsonian. Notably the largest and
most famous museum in American, it was structured on the British museum system. The British
Museum was the first major museum to be open to the public, and the collection was preserved
and maintained by the government for the purpose of educating and entertaining the people.
Founded by John Smithson, a British scientist and extensive traveler, the Smithsonian was
created with the mission “for the increase and diffusion of knowledge” (Smithsonian, 2019).
Smithson never set foot in America but bequeathed half a million dollars to opening the
Smithsonian. Some scholars believe this generous gift was due to an affection Smithson had for
the American experiment in democracy.
The Smithsonian is comprised of 19 museums and the National Zoo, which house 154.8
million cultural objects, and span over 13,590,517 square feet. In 2017, the museums, galleries,
and gardens were visited by 30 million people and social media followers were just under 14
million. The mission of the Smithsonian can be seen in the research pursued by the institution; a
few of their research centers include: Chandra X-Ray Observatory, Global Genome Initiative,
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Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation, and the Migratory Bird Center. The
operating budget in 2017 was $1.48 billion, of which two-thirds was funded through government
appropriations. The operating budget was distributed among two categories: day-to-day
operations and building renovations. While the Smithsonian did close 2017 with $199.6 million
of debt, it is likely that most, if not all, of federal funding needed was approved for 2018.
Another example of a high-resource museum is the Art Institute of Chicago. The Art
Institute of Chicago opened its doors in 1879, as both a school and museum of art. Today, the
museum houses over 300,000 art objects and has about 800,000 social media followers. The
mission of The Art Institute of Chicago is to collect, preserve, and interpret works of art of the
highest quality, representing the world’s diverse artistic traditions, for the inspiration and
education of the public and in accordance with our profession’s highest ethical standards and
practices. This mission is accomplished through an annual operating budget of approximately
$110 million. As a cultural icon in a major U.S. city, the Art Institute of Chicago’s future will
likely be secure through federal and private funding; for now, at least.
In contrast to the above-mentioned museums, the Cummer is an example of a lowresource museum. The Cummer museum is a medium-sized museum located in Jacksonville, FL.
The Cummers were lumber barons in the late 1800s, and the museum began in 1958 with Mrs.
Cummer’s personal art collection and gardens. The mission of the Cummer is to engage and
inspire through the arts, gardens, and education. This mission is fulfilled through an annual
operating budget of $2.8 million. The museum is home to 4,000 art objects and had 165,000
visitors in 2017. Also, currently about 30,000 individuals follow the museum on social media.
The museum relies heavily on donations and government funding, if funding from either area
were cut, the Cummer would be left on shaky ground.
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Another low-resource museum is MOCA Jacksonville. MOCA Jacksonville is an arts
education and cultural institution connected to the University of North Florida in Jacksonville,
FL. It is dedicated to promoting the discovery, knowledge, and advancement of the art, artists,
and ideas of our time. MOCA Jacksonville opened its doors in 1924 and began its partnership
with the University of North Florida in 2009. The museum has over 800 objects in its collection
and has approximately 34,000 followers on social media. MOCA Jacksonville has an annual
operating budget of approximately $1.2 million. MOCA Jacksonville was struggling before
partnering with the University of North Florida in 2009. While this partnership put the institution
on a stronger foundation, every dollar counts to keep operations going. Any cuts in funding
could mean the doors closing to this important institution (Salamon, 2012).
Issues Facing Nonprofit Museums
Museums are facing several pressing issues today. Earned income can be hard to come by
for museums. In the article Audience Building: Marketing Art Museums, the Smithsonian
Institution Office of Policy & Analysis (2001) found that museums are facing increased
competition from other leisure industries like travel, sports and shopping industries. The cost of
operating has also gone up in recent years. Museums are targeting ever-growing, more diverse
audiences, but exciting exhibitions to attract these audiences can carry a hefty price tag.
Acquiring the objects alone, like in the Cézanne exhibition, was an investment of millions of
dollars for the Philadelphia Museum of Arts (2001). Educational programming and advertising
only raises the expense.
Museums also face stiff competition from other nonprofits and the proposed 2018 federal
budget cuts. A number of nonprofits are having a tough time competing and staying relevant in
the rough-and-tumble digital age, when potential donors are overwhelmed with requests for
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money on social media, crowdfunding sites and other digital platforms (Morrissey, 2017). If
President Trump’s budget cuts went into effect, most of the $971 million operating budget would
be cut, with specific cuts of $207 million of the $230 million annual budget for the Institute of
Museum and Library Services, according to a Washington Post article by Kim Soffen and Denise
Lu (2017).
It is also becoming increasingly important that nonprofits have greater financial
transparency. Today’s nonprofit organizations must not only track how money is being spent, but
also report the data in a timely manner, which provides transparency to all the donors that
support the nonprofit’s mission (Alexander, 2017).
Heaped onto this pile of pressing issues is the decline of participation by the millennial
generation. Attendance at art museums dropped by 5 percent from 2002 to 2012, according to the
National Endowment for the Arts (2012), and those aged 75 and older were the only age group to
increase over that period. Curators are concerned about the participation, or lack thereof, of the
millennial generation; how can static artifacts engage a generation raised on the instantaneous
gratifications of right swipes and hyperlinks (Cannell, 2015). The gap between museums and
millennials seems to be growing at an ever-rapid pace, and without the support of the newest
generations, museums may become irrelevant in the future. With museums facing these uphill
battles, how can the inexpensive technology of social media be more effectively utilized to gain
donations and participation? These are the questions this paper seeks to answer.
Theoretical Framework
This study utilizes OPR as its theoretical lens to examine how these four dimensions of
are being used by museums to build relationships with stakeholders to support the museum. OPR
was first introduced as a public relations theoretical concept in the late 1990s. Broom, Casey and
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Ritchey (1997) found that relationships represent the exchange or transfer of information, energy
or resources, and therefore, attributes of those exchanges or transfers represent and define the
relationship. At the level of organization-public systems, the attributes of connections among the
participants describe the relationships within the system as well as the structure of the system
(Broom, Casey, & Richey, 1997). This definition laid the foundation for the paradigm of OPR.
Ledingham, Bruning and Wilson (1999), found five interpersonal dimensions in
operation in an organization-public context: trust, openness, commitment, investment and
involvement. Openness is operationalized by the public to the degree which organizations share
information to key publics and trust refers to whether an organization can be trusted to do what it
says it will do, along with the organization’s involvement and commitment to the community
(1999). Openness is usually now grouped under the category of transparency and trust has
become synonymous with credibility.
A study by Shen and Kim (2012) identified three components of authentic organizational
behavior, which were truthfulness, transparency and consistency (Men & Tsai, 2014). Although
authenticity and transparency are closely related in theoretical constructs, authenticity is
grounded in truthfulness and consistency and the essence of transparency is openness and
visibility (Men & Tsai, 2014).
Smitko’s (2012) analysis which focused on nonprofits, suggested that social media, like
Twitter, are effective tools for engaging stakeholders to build and strengthen relationships (Men
& Tsai, 2014). OPR has proved to be a vital theory at work in public relations today. Business
focused studies have spanned out into education, politics and nonprofits (Kim & Sung, 2016;
Sweetser, English & Fernandes, 2015; Smitko, 2012). The nonprofit sector is growing in
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America, though, and a more detailed and comprehensive plan is needed to strengthen the
relationships between nonprofit museums and their publics.
Defining and explicating these concepts now allows proper measurement tools for the
study. This study focuses on the elements of credibility, authenticity, transparency and positivity
as a means of improving non-profits museums relationships with its publics. These OPR
dimensions will be examined to determine if museums are using them in building relationships
with their publics to gain support and commitment. To build donor and volunteer support,
museums must improve the relationship among its publics. Previous studies investigating
credibility, transparency and authenticity within this context have not looked at how these
dimensions improve relationship between organizations and its publics.
This study introduces the OPR dimension of positivity to explore how it might help
organizations to enhance their relationships with its public. Positivity is a concept lacking in
recent public relations research, although it was a key element in Ledingham and Bruning’s
original definition of OPR (1998b). No studies have been done on the subject of positivity and
how it could lead to increased donor and volunteer support.
Literature Review
Comprehensive research revealed three dimensions in the context of organizational
public relationship. The dimension of credibility, transparency and authenticity have been more
thoroughly investigated in the context of organization-public relationship. (Kang, 2010; Auger,
2014; Men & Tsai, 2014; Perloff, 2003; Rawlins, 2009; Das, 2010; Bednarek, 2016). There is a
lacuna in the dimension of positivity and how it could improve the relationships with
stakeholders. It is argued that these four interpersonal dimensions of communication will be vital
to any organization in building and maintaining its relationship with its publics.
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Credibility
There are several types of credibility. Source credibility, credibility of the medium;
organizational credibility and information credibility are some of the types of credibility. The
online psychology dictionary defines source credibility as the extent of a message being accurate
and is determined by source expertise and trustworthiness. It is also known as the source factor
and relates to the accuracy of the source. In communication research, the credibility of the
communicator has widely been suggested to influence the processing of the communicated
content and the change of audience attitudes and beliefs (Burgoon & Hale, 1984; Hovland, Janis,
& Kelley, 1953; Kang, 2010). If the communicator is deemed as credible then the audience will
develop a relationship with the organization. If the audience decides the message source is not
credible, then the organizational-public relationship will cease.
It has been found recently that the credibility of the medium of communication influences
the selective involvement of the audience with the medium (Metzger et al., 2003). When
individual audiences rely more on a certain communication medium for information seeking,
they are likely to rate the medium more credible than other media (Johnson & Kaye, 1998;
Kiousis, 2001; Kang 2010). Traditional media, like television and newspapers, used to be
considered the only credible source for information. The Pew Research Center found in its 2015
report by Andrew Perrin, that social media usage has made a nearly tenfold jump in the past
decade with 65 percent of adults now utilizing social networking sites. This has created a murky
landscape though. There are no clear rules and regulations for social media sites and as has been
found in the 2016 United States presidential election, information audiences believe to be
credible may be inaccurate.
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In a study on organizational credibility Kazoleas and Teven (2007), define credibility in
terms of trust, how trustworthy an organization is. They found that trust has many components,
both subjective and objective, which come in to play in the decision-making process an
individual makes when determining if an organization is credible (2007).
Kazoleas and Teven (2007) examined the factors that underlie this trust. Credibility/trust
from an organizational perspective needs to incorporate a multi-faceted, multi-dimensional
approach which includes factors such as ability (reliability, confidence and outcomes),
benevolence (lack of malice and goodwill) and integrity (honesty and accuracy). Participants in
research studies, who were faced with a scenario where an organization was not being
trustworthy, report that it would take more and deeper levels of communication to move to a
higher position of trust.
Reliability, goodwill, accuracy and integrity are some of characteristics present in the
credibility of an organization. Organizations that find themselves being distrusted by their
audiences need to employ deeper levels of communication and more action than their
trustworthy counterparts to regain their publics’ trust (Kazoleas & Teven, 2007).
In other words, museums that find trust lacking from their publics may not regain that
trust with just one measure. Increasing the frequency of social media posts might not be enough.
They may need to disclose other pertinent information, like donations received, to rebuild trust.
Transparency
Since the early 1990s, calls for increased transparency have risen in all sectors of
society, from the government (Snider & Park, 2010) to business (Bandsuch, Pate & Thies, 2008)
and the nonprofit sector (Brody, 2002; Auger, 2014). While it’s not possible to pinpoint why the
shift occurred, transparency is now a quality audiences demand and an action businesses take.
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Transparency, as it relates to organizations, can be defined as: The deliberate attempt to
make available all legally releasable information—whether positive or negative in nature—in a
manner that is accurate, timely, balanced, and unequivocal, for the purpose of enhancing the
reasoning ability of publics and holding organizations accountable for their actions, policies, and
practices (Rawlins 2009; Auger 2014). Mergers, acquisitions and profits are a just a few of the
items consumers want to know about.
In 2009, Rawlins purposed that organizational transparency involves three aspects;
substantial information, participation, and accountability. The goal of communicating
information should be done to enhance the relationship between the organization and its publics.
Cotterrell (2000) argued, ‘‘Transparency as a process involves not just availability of
information but active participation in acquiring, distributing and creating knowledge’’ (p. 419).
The 2010 Edelman Trust Barometer was the first to include transparency as a
measurement item among 10 measurement items, transparency was ranked first and trust second,
as attributes of importance for corporate reputation, whereas financial performance slipped from
its third-place ranking in 2006 to last place in 2010 (Edelman, 2010; Auger 2014).
Publics are demanding transparency from the organizations they support. This
information gives them a solid base on which to place their trust. Companies that withhold this
information have found its public support declining. On the flip side though, social media
communications have increased opportunities to share information and knowledge that can
reinforce organizational transparency (Men & Tsai, 2014). Social media is an easy tool for
museums to operationalize? transparency to reach a wide sector of their audience.
Authenticity
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Authenticity is the extent to which one acts in accord with the true self. Such
organizational acts depend on knowledge of the organization’s identity—or what organizational
members believe to be ‘‘central,’’ ‘‘enduring,’’ and ‘‘distinctive’’ about an organization’s
character (Albert & Whetten, 1985).
Authentic organizations are true to themselves (Shen & Kim, 2012). An awareness of the
organizations’ and their publics’ motives, feelings, desires is required for the organization to
express its authenticity. This process of recognizing and expressing an organization’s own
identity; formed and sustained via social symbolic interactions as well as identifying with their
publics underlies healthy functioning of organizations (Gioia, 1998).
Authentic organizations in turn produce authentic leadership. Researchers Luthans and
Avolio (2003) defined authentic leadership as ‘‘a process that draws from both positive
psychological capacities and a highly developed organizational context, which results in both
greater self-awareness and self-regulated positive behaviors on the part of leaders and associates,
fostering positive self-development’’ (Shen & Kim, 2012).
Authenticity embodies the above-mentioned definitions. Beginning on the level of the
self, authenticity is represented through the organization’s character and is put into action by the
authentic leadership the organization employs. Therefore, for museums to be true to their
character, they must be true to their mission and give to their communities, across multiple
platforms, what they have committed to give.
Positivity
Early on, in the conceptualization of organization-public relationships, Ledingham and
Bruning (1998b) offered a definition of positivity. The positivity dimension within the
organization-public relationship refers to "the state which exists between an organization and its
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key publics in which the actions of either entity impact the economic, social, political and/or
cultural well-being of the other entity" (Ledingham & Bruning, 1998b).
A study done by researchers Pressgrove and Pardun examined not only the relationship
users developed via social media as the medium, but also how this relationship might lead to
online community building in terms of interactions, such as liking on Facebook, following on
Twitter and sharing content (2016). Positivity, according to them, is building the organizationpublic relationship in a way that impacts the well-being of the organization’s publics.
In a study examining positive news values shared through social media, Bednarek (2016)
developed a scale of positive words found in news stories. Some of the positive key words she
observed in her research were: great, good, super, wonderful, OK, well, positive, fine, fantastic,
etc. These positive words can be found with a brief scan of social media site posts.
Alhabash et al. (2013) found that positive messages on Facebook yielded stronger
attitude and behavioral intentions among the members of a fictitious anti-cyberbullying
organization (Pressrove & Pardun, 2016). Positivity, in words and messages, can build stronger
relationships on social media sites for museums. Building stronger relationships can also help
develop stronger community ties and bonds.
Research Methodology
This study uses multiple methods research. Findings from multiple methods of research is
more robust and compelling (Davis, Golicic, & Boerstler, 2011). For this study both quantitative
content analysis and survey have been used to explore how low-and high-resource museums
differ in their use of the four dimensions of communication on social media.
Study 1
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The quantitative content analysis examined the Facebook pages of four museums -- The
Smithsonian, The Art Institute of Chicago, the Cummer Museum of Jacksonville and MOCA
Jacksonville. The time frame from June 25th to October 31st, 2017 was chosen because this time
period included the summer months when there would be more visitors to the museum due to
many children and families having more free time because schools are out of session, and the
beginning of the school year when children would visit museums on class fieldtrips. All of the
posts between June and October, which totaled to 485 posts, 318 were from large museums and
167 were from small museums. The Facebook posts were coded for: museum name; date of the
Facebook post; time of the Facebook post; credibility; transparency; authenticity and positivity.
Credibility was evaluated using the following four measures: Is the author an authority on
the subject? (Kang, 2010); Is the post current? (Bednarek, 2016); Are there links to credible
sites? (Kang, 2010); Is the organization demonstrating integrity? (Perloff, 2003); (Auger, 2014).
Transparency was evaluated using three measures: Is the organization acknowledging
problems and uncertainty? (Auger, 2014); (Rawlins, 2009); Is the organization responding to
public comments? (Teven, 2001); Can the public view or respond to negative comments?
(Rawlins, 2009).
Authenticity was evaluated using four measures: Is the organization altruistic and focused
on giving? (Shen & Kim, 2012); Are there posts about donations? (Das, 2010); Are the posts of
the organization consistent with its mission? (Shen & Kim, 2012); Is the public informed about
the organization’s decisions and actions? (Henderson & Brookhart, 1996; Henderson & Hoy,
1983; Kernis & Goldman, 2006).
Positivity was evaluated by the following three measures: Is the organization active in the
community? (Pressrove & Pardun, 2016); How many likes does each post from the organization
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have from the public? (Pressrove & Pardun, 2016); Is the public using positive keywords in their
comments? (Bednarek, 2016).
Two trained coders coded 10 percent of the Facebook posts for intercoder reliability.
Cohen’s Kappa accounted for all 14 variables: sources cited; frequency of commenting; links;
integrity; problems; organization responding; view negative comments; altruistic; donations;
mission; informed; active in community; likes; and positive key words. Cohen’s Kappa was
calculated, К=0.90, which is considered satisfactory.
Research Questions
Based on the literature review the following research questions are proposed for the
content analysis portion of the study:
RQ1. Is there a difference between the levels of credibility between low-resource
museums and high-resource museums?
RQ2. Is there a difference between the levels of transparency between low-resource
museums and high-resource museums?
RQ3. Is there a difference between the levels of authenticity between low-resource
museums and high-resource museums?
RQ4. Is there a difference between the levels of positivity between low-resource
museums and high-resource museums?
H1. Low-resource museums are more likely to seek donations as compared to highresource museums.
Low-resource museums have less federal funding and are in need of donations more than
high-resource museums.
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H2. High-resource museums are more likely to have volunteer support than low-resource
museums.
High-resource museums have a larger support base and can gain volunteer support more
easily than low-resource museums.
Results
The first research question examined if there existed a difference in credibility between
the smaller and the larger museums’ Facebook posts. Independent sample-t-tests with each of the
measures of credibility comparing the smaller with the larger museums yielded statistically
significant differences. Larger museums had significantly more positive Facebook comments
from the publics than the smaller museums (M=0.54; SD=0.499; t=-13.185; df=482; p< 0.001).
Publics are likely to view significantly more negative comments on larger museums Facebook
posts as compared to smaller museums and be able to respond to them (M=0.83; SD=0.373; t=2.686; df=288; p< 0.008). This means that the larger museums do not delete negative comments
and prevent the public from responding to those negative comments.
The second research question examined if there existed a difference in transparency
between the smaller and the larger museums’ Facebook posts. Independent sample-t-tests with
each of the transparency measures comparing the smaller with the larger museums yielded
statistically significant differences for the measures of acknowledging problems and
uncertainties. Larger museums scored significantly higher in acknowledging problems and
uncertainties than smaller museums (M=0.20; SD=0.404; t=--3.860; df= 449; p< 0.001). Larger
museums also scored higher in regards to the presence of links (M=0.50; SD=0.501; t=-1.897;
df= 341; p< 0.05). The independent t-tests did not yield any statistically significant differences
for timeliness of the response.
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The third research question examined if there existed a difference in authenticity between
the smaller and the larger museums’ Facebook posts. Independent sample-t-tests with each of the
measures of authenticity yielded statistically significant results with larger museums scoring
higher in posting educational and research–based posts (M=0.99; SD=0.224; t=-1.915; df= 335;
p< 0.05). The t-tests results were not significant for the consistency of a museum posts with its
mission statement.
The fourth research question examined if there existed a difference in positivity between
the smaller and the larger museums’ Facebook posts. Independent sample-t-tests with each of the
measures of positivity yielded statistically significant results with larger museums scoring
significantly higher in informing its publics about its decisions (M=0.45; SD=0.505; t=-6.090;
df=410; p< 0.001). Larger museums also scored higher in its engagement with its publics
through workshops, panel presentations, educational events, partnerships and other events
(M=0.23; SD=0.421; t=-3.179; df=417; p< 0.001). Scores were also higher for larger museums
in the number of likes their Facebook posts received (M=0.99; SD=0.079; t=-16.067; df= 170;
p< 0.001). This could be due to the larger museums having more followers, and thus, more likes.
The two hypotheses: Low-resource museums are more likely to seek financial support as
compared to high-resource ones and the high-resource museums are more likely to seek
volunteer support as compared to low-resource museums were not supported.
Insert Table 1
Insert Table 2
Study 2
An online survey was administered from February 1 to March 31, 2019. The recruitment
strategy was to send out invitations through email and on Facebook, along with the university
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Institutional Research Department which sent out the survey to 25 percent of the student
population. The survey was posted on university affiliated Facebook alumni pages. The sampling
design was probabilistic and included purposive sampling. The target population was millennials
because this generation is supporting museums less than previous generations (Salamon, 2012).
Museums are viewed as dated and static to this generation (Salamon, 2012). The sample included
students and alumni at a Southeastern university. The survey questionnaire used a combination
Likert-scale and open-ended questions.
The survey evaluated Credibility with the following four survey questions: Do you trust
that the information posted is credible? (Kang, 2010); Does the museum post on a regular basis?
(Bednarek, 2016); Are there links to credible websites present in the post? (Kang, 2010); Is the
museum posting about actions or plans involving money, donations, volunteers, renovating,
partnerships, etc.? (Perloff, 2003; Auger, 2014).
Transparency was evaluated with the following three survey questions: Do you feel the
museum is acknowledging problems or issues which the community/country/world is facing; this
could include questions raised for consideration or solution, or cultural concerns like racism or
sexism occurring in the world? (Auger, 2014; Rawlins, 2009); Do you feel the museum is
responding to public comments? (Teven, 2001); Do you feel all public comments are unfiltered
where the public can view, and no comments have been deleted by the social media platform?
(Rawlins, 2009).
Authenticity using four questions: Do you feel you learned something from the museum’s
post you did not know before? (Auger, 2014; Shen & Kim, 2012); Have you seen posts from the
museum regarding donations or volunteers? (Das, 2010); Do you feel that the museum’s posts
are consistent with its mission? (Shen & Kim, 2012); and Do you feel that the museum posts
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about decisions or actions that keep the public informed, which could include announcements;
exhibits opening or closing; contests; films; events; newsletters; featured artists; etc.?
(Henderson & Brookhart, 1996; Henderson & Hoy, 1983; Kernis & Goldman, 2006).
Positivity was evaluated with the following three survey questions: Do you feel the
museum is active in the community? This could include a post is about an event being held in the
community; a workshop; a panel discussion; an educational event (summer camp, television
spotlight, podcast, film showing, concert, etc.); a keynote speaker; a partnership; sponsoring with
an outside organization, etc.? (Pressrove & Pardun, 2016); Do you like the museum’s posts
often? (Pressrove & Pardun, 2016); Do you feel the public is using positive keywords in their
comments? Examples include good, nice, great, etc. (Bednarek, 2016).
Research Questions
Based on the literature review the following research questions are proposed for the
survey portion of this study:
RQ1. Do individuals view museums as being credible in their social media
communication?
RQ2. Do individuals view museums as being transparent in their social media
communication?
RQ3. Do individuals view museums as being authentic in their social media
communication?
RQ4. Do individuals view museums being positive in their social media
communication?
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Results
Two baseline questions were asked to determine the frequency of visits to museums and
of following museums on social media. Out of the 131 respondents, 83 percent visit museums
and 34 percent follow museums on social media.
The first research question examined if individuals viewed museums as being credible in
their social media communication. Descriptive analytics were run on a series of survey questions
to answer this research question. About 30 percent of survey respondents agreed that the
information posted by the museum was credible, with 24 percent of respondents agreeing that the
museums post on social media on a frequent basis. Twenty-six percent of respondents believed
that links to credible websites were present in the museum’s social media posts and 26 percent
agreed the museum is posting about actions and plans it is taking.
The second research question examined if individuals viewed museums as being
transparent in their social media communication. Descriptive analytics were run on a series of
survey questions to answer this research question. The categories chosen for how frequently
museums respond to public comments on social media were about 14 percent for responding
frequently and 13 percent for responding occasionally. Only 7 percent of survey respondents
strongly agreed that comments posted on the museums social media site were unfiltered, or in
other words, no negative comments have been deleted, while 18 percent were unsure if the
comments were unfiltered.
The third research question examined if individuals viewed museums as being authentic
in their social media communication. Descriptive analytics were run on a series of survey
questions to answer this research question. Around 17 percent of survey respondents felt
something was learned from the museum’s social media post they did not know before, and
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about 15 percent of respondents thought the social media posts were consistent with the
museum’s mission. Posts regarding donations were seen by respondents occasionally at about 13
percent, while posts about volunteers were seen rarely at about 12 percent.
The fourth research question examined if individuals view museums as being positive in
their social media communication. Descriptive analytics were run on a series of survey questions
to answer this research question. About 15 percent of respondents liked social media posts from
the museums frequently, while 12 percent liked the museum’s social media posts occasionally.
Twenty percent of survey respondents felt content after visiting the museum’s social media sites.
Insert Table 3
Discussion and Conclusion
Results from study one indicate that larger museums fared better than smaller museums
in terms of transparency, authenticity and positivity measures whereas on measures of credibility
both the large and the smaller museums fared fairly equally. Smaller museums would need to
improve their demonstration of the strategic dimensions of transparency specifically, in
acknowledging problems and uncertainties, being more consistent in responding to public
comments, and providing the public access to negative comments and positions. In regards to
authenticity, actions and plans should be in line with its mission. Smaller museums, specifically,
were found to be lacking in this sphere.
Both small and large museums need to improve on the dimension of authenticity by
keeping the public informed about its decisions and actions. The greatest scope of improvement
for the smaller museums is in the relationship-building dimension of positivity. By organizing
events within the community, the museums would be able to build goodwill and create stronger
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ties. These stronger community ties would not only reflect on the positive interactions online but
might also help in garnering financial support.
A surprise finding of the study was that neither small nor large museums requested
financial or volunteer support. Most museums do get their bulk of operating revenue from two
major sources—governmental (federal, state and local), and donors (individuals, charitable and
philanthropic foundations). Earned revenue income generated directly from museum exhibitions,
programs, retail sales, rentals and admission fees account for a very small percentage of museum
revenue — generally around 5 percent, (Bell, 2012) needs to be shored to reduce the reliance on
government funding. Museums can use social media more effectively to build strong
relationships using the strategic dimensions of credibility, transparency, authenticity and
positivity.
The second study yielded low percent rates for the research questions posed. This could
be because not many millennials are following museums on social media. Social media is a tool
which is supposed to reach younger generations, if this is not happening museums will need to
look deeper into their strategic plans in an attempt to gain more relevance to this generation. Of
the respondents who follow social media, the majority agreed the museums were being credible,
transparent, authentic, and positive in its communication with the public.
In conclusion, museums must incorporate transparency, authenticity, credibility, and
positivity into their communications with their publics if they hope to gain the donation and
volunteer support they need. Social media is an inexpensive and easy tool for museums to utilize
to accomplish this goal. With the ever-growing number of number of nonprofits vying for public
support in the areas of time and money, museums need to step out of the box and put into
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practice time tested strategies to gain this support. Museums need to focus on gaining more
social media followers, to extend its influence.
Limitations & Directions for Future Research
There are several limitations of this study. The first was a small sample size for both the
social media posts analyzed and for the amount of survey responses. This study could draw more
reliable conclusions on how museums are performing in the areas of credibility, transparency,
authenticity, and positivity with additional survey respondents and social media posts analyzed.
The next limitation has to do with the use of multiple methods. While multiple methods can
strengthen the results with additional data points (Davis, Golicic, & Boerstler, 2011), there are
also some drawbacks. The first drawback of multiple methods is the complexity of finding
research questions which correspond to both sets of data (Davis, Golicic, & Boerstler, 2011).
This study solved this problem by creating two unique sets of research questions and hypotheses,
but the study would have been more robust if one set of questions was posed for each method.
The second drawback is the longer amount of time needed to code and analyze multiple data
sets. It is understood that many researchers will not have the time capable to gather such data.
Regardless of the limitations, the initial findings of this study can serve as a good starting point
to help museums to build stronger relationships with its publics. As for direction for future
research, the OPR dimension of positivity could be defined with more depth, defining positivity
in a modern framework. More studies could focus on positivity, and how this concept may be
applied to other organizations and even different communication disciplines. Last, studies on the
perceptions of the dimensions among millennials, and which dimension(s) the millennials value
when they evaluate the OPR.
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Appendix 1
Content Analysis - Code Sheet
1. Museum Name: ________________________ 2. Date: _____________
3. Time: 1- Morning (7:30 a.m.- noon); 2- Afternoon (12:01 p.m.- 4:00p.m.); 3- Evening (4:
01p.m .- 8:00 p.m.); 4- Night (8:01 p.m. - 7:29 a.m.) ______________
4. Is the author an authority on the subject? Sources cited: 1- Curator(s); 2- General Public; 3Company Representative; 4- Other, Any commentator not otherwise defined in above category;
5- None _______________
5. How often is organization commenting? 1- within a week; 2- within a fortnight; 3- within a
month; 4- not commenting. _______________
6. Are there links present to credible sites? 1- Any other museum; 2- governmental agency; 3nonprofit; 4- educational; 5-or any other well-known site; 6- None. ______________
7. Is the organization demonstrating integrity? 1- Particular action; 2- Put a plan in place; 3Both: Plan in place and particular action; 4- Neither indicated. ______________
8. Is the organization acknowledging problems and uncertainty? 1- Acknowledging problems; 2Acknowledging uncertainty; 3- Acknowledging both; 4- Acknowledging neither _____________
9. Is the organization responding to public comments? 1- 0-20%; 2- 21-40%; 3- 41-60%; 4- 6180%; 5- 81-100% _____________
10. Can the public view or respond to negative comments? 1- Yes; 2- No ______________
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11. Is the organization altruistic and focused on giving? 1- Educational content post; 2Research-based content post; 3- Both Educational and Research based content in post; 4- Neither
educational or research is present in post. ____________
12. Is there a call to action asking for donations or volunteers mentioned in the post? 1Donations; 2- Volunteers; 3- Time; 4- Other; 5- None ____________
13. Are the posts of the organization consistent with its mission? 1- Matches all goals in mission;
2- Matches no goals 3- Matches some goals ___________
14. Does the organization inform the public about its decisions and actions? Public informed
about the organization’s decisions and actions: 1- Regarding only a decision the organization is
announcing; 2- Regarding only an action the organization performing; 3- Regarding both a
decision and an action organization is performing; 4- Regarding neither a decision or an action
the organization is performing is present. ____________
15. Is the organization active in the community? Post is about an event being held in the
community; 1- Workshop; 2- Panel Discussion; 3- Educational Event; 4- Keynote Speaker; 5Partnership; 6- Sponsoring or Co-sponsoring; 7- Other; 8- None ___________
16. How many likes does each post from the organization have from the public? 1- Less than 50
likes; 2- 51-200 likes; 3- 201-500 likes; 4- 501- 800 likes; 5- 1,000-5,000 likes; 6- More than
5,000 likes ___________
17. Is the public using positive keywords in their comments? Examples include good, nice, great,
etc. 1- Yes; 2- No. ___________
Coding Protocols
1. Museum Name: Type the name of the museum
2. Date of Post: Type the date in mm/dd/yyyy format
3. Time of Post: Type 1, 2, 3 or 4 for Morning, Afternoon, Evening, Night
4. Sources cited: Type 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
5. How often is organization posting or commenting? Type 1, 2, 3, or 4
6. Links to credible sites present for organization’s post: Type 1, 2, 3,4, 5 or 6
7. Do comments indicate an intention to perform a particular action or put a plan in place? Type
1, 2, 3 or 4. A plan is defined as an action to be taken in the future.
8. Acknowledging problems or uncertainty: Type 1, 2, 3 or 4.
9. Organization responding to public comments: Type 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. Calculate/divide how many
comments by the organization’s total number of comments.
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10. Public view or respond to negative comments: Does the post mention a comment that the
organization deleted? Type 1- Yes; 2- No
11. Organization focused on giving: Type 1, 2, 3 or 4.
12. Does the post mention a call to action for donations or volunteers? Type 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.
13. Post consistent with organizations mission: match the post with the mission of organization
(see appendix 1 for mission) Type 1, 2 or 3.
14. Public informed about the organization’s decisions and actions: Type 1, 2, 3 or 4.
15. Organization active in community: Type 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8. Educational Events can
include: summer camps, television spotlight, podcast, etc.
16. Type the number of likes from the post: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6
17. Type the positive keywords present in post: Examples include good, nice, great, etc.
Museum Missions
1- Smithsonian Mission: For the increase and diffusion of knowledge.
2- The Cummer Museum Mission: To engage and inspire through the arts, gardens, and
education.
3- MOCA Jacksonville Mission: Promotes the discovery, knowledge, and advancement of the
art, artists, and ideas of our time.
4- The Art Institute of Chicago: Collects, preserves, and interprets works of art of the highest
quality, representing the world’s diverse artistic traditions, for the inspiration and education of
the public and in accordance with our profession’s highest ethical standards and practices.
Appendix 2
Survey
Social Media, Nonprofit Museums, and Organizational Public Communication Survey
Informed Consent Document
Hello, my name is Christine Swartz and I am a graduate student in the Communication
Management program at the University of North Florida. I am conducting a research study on
Nonprofit Communication in Museums in order to examine the effectiveness of social media
communication for nonprofit organizations.
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If you take part in the project, you will complete an online survey. You can expect that
participation in this study will take about 10 minutes to complete. Your responses will be
anonymous, and only authorized personnel will have access to your responses.
Although there are no direct benefits to or compensation for taking part in this study,
others may benefit from the information I learn from the results of this study. Additionally, there
are no foreseeable risks for taking part in this project.
Participation is voluntary and there are no penalties for deciding not to participate,
skipping questions, or withdrawing your participation. You may choose not to participate in this
research without negatively impacting your relationship with UNF.
If you have any questions or concerns about this project, please contact me. If you have
questions about your rights as a research participant or if you would like to contact someone
about a research-related injury, please contact the chair of the UNF Institutional Review board
by calling (904) 620-2498 or emailing irb@unf.edu.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Christine Swartz

Dr. Tulika Varma

Phone: 904-620-3862

Phone: 904-620-3862

Email: Christine.Swartz@unf.edu

Email: Tulika.Varma@unf.edu

Electronic Consent: Please select your choice below. You may print a copy of this
consent form for your records. Clicking on the “Agree” button indicates that:
•

You have read the above information

•

You voluntarily agree to participate

•

You are 18 years of age or older
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•

I consent, begin the study

•

I do not consent, I do not wish to participate
This research is being conducted on your perception of museums in the world today.

Your input is valuable. The survey should take about 10 minutes. You can only take the survey
once but can edit responses until your final submission. Your input is appreciated.
The following questions are concerned with your views of museums. Please choose the
statement that corresponds with your perception.
1. Do you visit museums?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Prefer not to answer

2. If yes, how often?
•

Once a year

•

Twice a year

•

Three to five times a year

•

More than five times a year

•

Never

3.What do you enjoy about the museum visits? Check all that apply.
•

Exhibits

•

Workshops

•

Children’s Programs

•

Adult’s Programs

•

Atmosphere
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Keynote Speakers

•

Cafe

•

Other, please specify
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4. Do you follow any museums on their social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, or
Instagram?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Prefer not to answer

For questions 5-7, please show your level of agreement with the following statements.
5. I feel I learned something from the museum’s social media posts that I did not know before?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

6. I think the museum’s social media posts are consistent with its mission?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

7. I think all comments posted on the museum’s social media sites are unfiltered? In other words,
no negative comments have been deleted by the social media platform.
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•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

For the next set of questions, 8-11, please choose the frequency of occurrence.
8. How often have you seen social media posts from the museum regarding donations?
•

Very Frequently

•

Frequently

•

Occasionally

•

Rarely

•

Never

9. How often have you seen social media posts from the museum regarding volunteers?
•

Very Frequently

•

Frequently

•

Occasionally

•

Rarely

•

Never

10. How frequently do you think museums respond to public comments on social media?
•

Very Frequently

•

Frequently

•

Occasionally

•

Rarely
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Never

11. How often do you like social media posts from museums?
•

Very Frequently

•

Frequently

•

Occasionally

•

Rarely

•

Never
For the next set of questions, please choose the option which corresponds with your

perceptions.
12. Do you feel content after visiting the museum’s social media sites?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not Sure

13. Do you believe that the information posted by the museums is credible?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not Sure

14. Do you feel the museums post on social media on a frequent basis?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not Sure

15. Do you believe there are links to credible websites present in museum’s social media posts?
•

Yes
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•

No

•

Not Sure

16. Is the museum posting about actions it is planning on taking?
These actions could involve money, donations, volunteers, renovating, partnerships, etc.
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not Sure
For the next set of questions, please choose the option which corresponds with your

perceptions.
17. I feel a personal connection to the museums in my community?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

18. I think museums are giving back to the community?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

19. Do you feel museums are active in your community?
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This could include an event being held in the community; a workshop; a panel discussion; an
educational event like a summer camp; television spotlight; a podcast; film showing; concert; a
keynote speaker; a partnership; sponsoring with an outside organization, etc.
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

20. How often do you donate to museums?
•

Very Frequently

•

Frequently

•

Occasionally

•

Rarely

•

Never

21. How often do you volunteer at museums?
•

Very Frequently

•

Frequently

•

Occasionally

•

Rarely

•

Never

22. I feel the museums keep the public informed about its plans?
For example: about exhibits opening or closing; contests; films; events; newsletters; featured
artists; etc.
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•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree
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23. I feel the museums are acknowledging cultural issues?
Issues can include: racism, sexism, immigration, etc. facing the local community, country, or
world.
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Don’t know/Unsure

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

24. What, if anything, do you think the museums could do to be more engaging? Fill in the
blank.
Below are demographic questions to help the researcher answer questions about what
populations are visiting and supporting museums. Please answer the questions to the best of your
ability.
25. What city do you live in?
26. What is your approximate average household income?
•

Less than $24,000 annually

•

$24,000 to $49,999 annually

•

$50,000 to $99,999 annually
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•

$100,000 to $149,999 annually

•

$150,000 or more

•

Prefer not to answer

27. What year were you born?
•

Between 1997 and 1981

•

Other

•

Prefer not to answer

28. What is your gender?
•

Male

•

Female

•

Other

Tables
Table 1
Frequency of Museum Posts

High Resource Museums
Art Institute of Chicago
Smithsonian
Low Resource Museums
Cummer Museums
MOCA Jacksonville

Frequency

Percent

169
149
318 Posts

34.8%
30.7%

90
77
167 Posts

18.6%
15.9%

485 Total Posts
Table 2
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Frequency in Dimensions of Communication
Frequency

Percent

Museums Responded to
Comments within a Week

69

14.2%

No Links to Outside Websites
Included in Posts

315

64.9%

Public Not Informed about
Museum’s Actions and Plans

418

86.2%

Museums Acknowledge
Neither Problems and
Uncertainty

406

95.1%

Museums are Responding to
Public Comments 1-20% of
the Time

461

95.1%

Public Can View Negative
Comments About Museums

386

79.6%

Museums Engage Community
with Educational Posts

281

57.9%

Museums Engage Community
with Both Educational and
Research-Based Posts

184

37.9%

Museums Do Not Seek
Donations or Volunteers
Through FB Posts

474

97.7%

Museum’s FB Posts are
Consistent with All its Goals

124

25.6%

Credibility

Transparency

Authenticity
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Museums Do Not Inform
Public about Decisions Made

309

63.7%

Museums Do Not Engage
with Community through
Events
Museums Posts Have 1-500
Likes

395

81.4%

315

65%

Public is Using Positive
Words in their FB Comments

184

37.9%
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Positivity

Table 3
Frequency of Dimensions of Communication in Survey Responses
Frequency

Percent

Do you visit museums?

109

83%

Do you follow museums on
social media?

45

34%

39

29.7%

31

23.6%

34

25.9%

34

25.9%

131 Total Survey Responses
Baseline Questions

Credibility
Do you believe that the
information posted by the
museums is credible?
Do you feel the museums post
on social media on a frequent
basis?
Do you believe there are links
to credible websites present in
museum’s social media posts?
Is the museum posting about
actions it is planning on taking?
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Transparency
How frequently do you think
museums respond to public
comments on social media?

19

14.6%

24

18%

I feel I learned something from
the museum’s social media
posts that I did not know before.

23

17.5%

I think the museum’s social
media posts are consistent with
its mission.

20

15.2%

How often have you seen social
media posts from the museum
regarding donations?

18

13.7%

How often have you seen social
media posts from the museum
regarding volunteers?

16

12.2%

20

15.2%

27

20.6%

I think all comments posted on
the museums social media site
are unfiltered. No negative
comments have been deleted.
Authenticity

Positivity
How often do you like social
media posts from museums?
Do you feel content after
visiting the museum’s social
media sites?

Table 4
Survey – Demographic Information

Region
Southeastern, United States

Frequency

Percent

92

70.3%
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Other

39

29.7%

Gender
Female
Male
Other
Prefer not to answer

74
48
4
5

56%
37.14%
3.05%
3.81%

Media Income
Less than $24,000 annually
$24,001 to $49,999 annually
$50,000 to $99,999 annually
$100,000 to $149,000 annually
Prefer not to answer

19
27
25
8
52

14.5%
20.7%
19.1%
6.1%
39.6%
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